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THE proposed

1 •2

and partly realized 3 methods
of coherent generation of millimeter waves by
electron bunches possess a number of properties
limiting their.applicability and effica~y . Thus,
for instance, a complicated experimental set-up
containing an accelerator and buncher of relativistic electrons is necessary for the wave generation through relativistic transformation of emi ssion frequencies taking place during the passage
of the bunch throufh the field of the undulator I- 3
or the accelerator • The difficulty of formation of
compact, strong, relativistic bunches and preservation of their size during sufficiently long flight
in fields in the presence of Coulomb divergence
and spread of the trajectories of the electrons
forming the bunch prevent the actual realization
of the method and its application.
The proposed methods of microwave generation
by nonrelativistic electron bunches radiating
during accelerated or oscillatory motion (under
the influence of applied electromagentic fields) or
uniform Cffenkov motion in a narrow channel in
a dielectric or close to a dielectric surface 1 are
in practice inconvenient, since the condition of
the proximity to the dielectric (the cross section
of the channel or the distance to the dielectric
sm:face swuld be smaller than the wavelength of
the generated radiation) together with the necessity of safeguarding a long path of flight bring
about hea.ry current losses and limitations connected with the necessity of strong collimation
and the impossibility of employing strong compact
bunches.
The method of generation ofmicrowaves proposed here makes use of the radiation emitted
during the bombardment of a metallic or dielectric
anticathode with electronic bunches or by re613

bounding of the bunches from a strong localized
field. The possibility of employing compact
(during the short timed interaction), strong electronic bunchesconstitutesthe main advantage of
th-e pulsed method, permitting the placing of the
interaction region in the focus of the buncher. Although pulsed bunches create radiation havingacontinuous spectrum, the minimum wavelength of intensively emitted radiation, determined by the
compactness of the bunch at the moment of action,
can be shifted into the spectral region where the
use of methods employing long-acting bunches is
not very effective or altogether impossible.
We shall estimate the angular distribution and the
total energy of radiation for the case of normal
incidence of a nonrelativistic bunch upon a layer
of metal. For a bunch consisting of N electrons,
moving with the velocity v, the distribution of
radiation accompanying the annihilation of a
bnnch and its image in the frequency region in
which the emitted wavelength is gre~ter than the
bunch dimensions
&; 8 nn(6) dw dD.;:::; (N2e 2v 2 I 1t 2c3 ) sin 2 6 dw dD.

(e

is the angle between the direction of reception
and the velocity vector of the bunch image) and
<B:ndw

= (4JVe 2 v 2 (37tc 3 ) dw.

The main alvantages of metallic anticathodes are
larger value of thermal and electrical conductance
and high thermal endurance, enabling the use of
strong currents without impairing the stability.
With a pulsed current I'"'-' 300 rnA, N '"'-' 109 and
the kinetic energy of electrons in the bunch
T kin '"'-' 30 kev, the pulsed power of radiation in
the bandwidth /).)..rv),_ '"'-' 0.1 em
Wpulse'J'

8/NeB 2 I 3). ~ 130 W.

Among the deficiencies of metallic anticathodes
should be noted the small efficiency coefficient of
transformation of the bunch energy into radiation
and inconvenient angular distribution of the
radiation.
A second method of generation consists in
pul~ed generation of radiation, arising through
ln'Cidence of the beam on an indentation on the
surface of a dielectric, transparent for the millimeter waves, but possessing sufficient conductivity for the direct current.
The energy of the radiation in the dielectric is:

&::m(O') dD. dw =~c' e: I E"'

12

R~ dD. dw

( c '= c/ y7; e' is the angle between the direction
of reception
n and the initial bunch velocity v 0 ).
.
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Summing the Fourier components of the wave
fields of all electrons, and using ~he formulas for
the case of infinite dielectric (neglecting the
boundary effect of reflection is obviously permissible in the case of v 0 "' c ~ i.e., in the case
of prevalence of the radiation in the forward direction) we shall obtain, while the coherence condition
w

(~ + y sin
v0
c'

6) <e 1'

is satisfied (x and y denote the lon_gitudinal
and the lateral dimensions of the buncli, respectively),
N

N

•
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t=l

E ="E.=
e
"'\[n[(n-vilc')vd]
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~ '"' 2m:c' 2 Ro~ J (1-v.nlc')l:
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spectral region of interest the wavelength of the
emitted radiation exceeds the dimensions of the
braking region and of the bunch.
Obviously, the use of dielectric anticathodes,
permitting only moderate currents due to their
thermal limitations will be purposeful in the
region f3 0 "' c 'in which the intensity and direction
of radiation rise sharply on entering the dielectric.
We shdl compare the bremsstrahlung raliation
in the dielectric anticathode with the ''annihilation" radiation, following the head-on incidence
of a nonrelativistic electron bunch upon a metallic
anticathode: for
3 ( T . '"" 30 kev) and the

.y-; '""

k1n

mean value of l/(l - fj ' 2 ) "' 10 2 :
brem'l- '
)
,r<Bnoo \6max
r e
.
ann
= {
. ' 2. = 75,
cflnoo (6max)
4 1 - f3o )
= 4 W in
flw'"" 2 x 10 12 (~A'"" A'"" 0.1 em) for the total

The mean yield of radiation energy w

_ (eN) exp {iwR 0 I c'}

[n fnvolJ
2m:c' 2 Ro
(1- v 0n I c')
(This is true since for the plane boundary
and for f3'"" 1 in the coherent region
E (i)bre m s "' - E (i)tran 8 in order to prevent
the vanish.
ing of the Fourier component of interest of the
resulting wave field it is necessary to attenuate
the bremsstrahlung or the transitional radiation
at least in the desired bandwidth, or to create the
needed phase shift between radiation pulses. This
can be done, for instance, making narrow axial
channels in the dielectric, about 1 em deep.which
should be sufficient for destroying the longitudinal condition of coherence of the bunch or a
part of it at one end of the channel, or for the
desired phase shift between the radiation pulses.)
Using- the obtained expression for E (i) , we shall
write down the formulas for the spectral-angular
and the spectral distributions of the energy of the
transitional or the bremsstrahlung radiations:
<Bnw (6') dD.dw =

VE(eN) 2 v~ sin 2 6'
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current intensity of the bunches entering the channels of a thermally stabilized dielectric anticathode I b '"" 1mA, and for the number of electrons
in the bunch N rv· I0 9
It should be noted that the cited values of radiat:i:m energy in the region ~A '"" A '"" 0.1 em are obtained for the continuous distribution spectrum,
which allows the energy to be redistributed in the
spectrum, e.g., phase-shifted bremsstrahlungradiation or employing hunches with periodically
modulated charge density.
The final choice of the anticathode will depend
on the specific conditions and purposes of the
tube. The separation of the millimeter waves from
the x-ray background can be done using , for
instance, bent waveguides bringing out the radiation from behind the protecting screens or using a
dielectric transparent for the microwaves as a
filter.
The idea of construction of a millimeter wave
generator simple in production and use and sufficiently intensive, seems to be promising, since
its realiz?tion will enable wide application of
·millin1eter waves.
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maximum intensity (cos (J'
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These formulas should coincide with the radia-'
tion distribution formulas for the sudden stopping
of a point charge in dielectric 43 since in the
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